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A GENERALIZATION OF FIXED POINT RESULTS IN

COMPLEX–VALUED QUASI–PARTIAL B–METRIC SPACE

P. GAUTAM1∗, S. VERMA1, P. GUPTA1, §

Abstract. The aim of this paper is to establish and prove several results on fixed point
portrayed in complex valued metric spaces i.e. to bring in a new type of extended b-
metric space, which we call complex–valued quasi–partial b–metric space by considering
an adequate partial order in the complex field and partial b–metric functions. Within
this paper, fixed point results are obtained in complex–valued quasi–partial b–metric
space. To substantiate the authenticity of our results and to distinguish them from ex-
isting ones, some illustrative examples are also furnished with graphs.
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1. Introduction

Fixed point theorems is a flourishing field in a variety of structures of spaces like the
ones developed by Zamfirescu [1], Emmanuele [2] and Suzuki [3] who studied fixed point
theorem in metric spaces extensively. Since this area has developed very fast over the past
two decades due to huge applications in various fields such as nonlinear analysis, topology
and engineering problems, it has attracted considerable attention from researchers.
Following the flow, Bakhtin [4], Mishra, Sachdeva, Banerjee [5], Dubey, Shukla, Dubey [6]
and Czerwik [7] worked on fixed point theorems in b–metric spaces. In 2011, Azzam,
Fisher, Khan [8] introduced the notion of complex–valued metric spaces which was the
starting point for many researchers during last decades in the field of complex–valued
space and, in 2013, Karapinar, Erhan, Öztürk [9] introduced the concept of quasi–partial
metric space discussing the existence of fixed points using self–map on this space. Further,
Gupta and Gautam [10–12] generalized the framework of quasi–partial metric space to
the class of quasi–partial b–metric space and proved some fixed point results. Since then,
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Mishra, Sánchez, Gautam, Verma have performed [13–17] significant studies in the setting
of quasi–partial b–metric space. In 2013, Rao, Swamy, Prasad [18] introduced fixed point
theorems in complex–valued b–metric spaces. In recent year, the concept of b-metric
space is been extended by Mukheimer [19–21]. Engrossing work has been done by several
authors [22–33] refining this research field.
In this paper, we will introduce a new concept of fixed point theorem in the setting of
complex–valued quasi–partial b–metric space. Examples are also given based on the final
results.
Throughout this paper, we have used symbols like ζ, ℘ which belongs to R, where R denote
the set of all real numbers.

2. Basic Definitions and Preliminaries

Let us recall some basic definitions.

Definition 2.1 ( [5]). A b–metric on a non–empty set X is a mapping d : X×X → [0,∞)
such that for some real number s ≥ 1 and all ζ, ℘, z ∈ X, the following conditions are
satisfied:

(i) d(ζ, ℘) = 0, if and only if ζ = ℘,
(ii) d(ζ, ℘) = d(℘, ζ),

(iii) d(ζ, ℘) ≤ s[d(ζ, z) + d(z, ℘)].

Then the pair (X, d) is said to be a b–metric space and the infimum over all reals s ≥ 1
satisfying (iii) is well–defined which we call coefficient of (X, d) and denoted by R(X, d).

Definition 2.2 ( [7]). A quasi–partial b–metric on a non–empty set X is a function qpb
: X ×X → [0,∞) such that for some real number s ≥ 1 and for all ζ, ℘, z ∈ X

(QPb1) qpb(ζ, ζ) = qpb(ζ, ℘) = qpb(℘, ℘)⇒ ζ = ℘,
(QPb2) qpb(ζ, ζ) ≤ qpb(ζ, ℘),
(QPb3) qpb(ζ, ζ) ≤ qpb(℘, ζ),
(QPb4) qpb(ζ, ℘) ≤ s[qpb(ζ, z) + qpb(z, ℘)]− qpb(z, z).

Then the pair (X, qpb) is said to be a quasi–partial b–metric space, and the infimum over
all reals s ≥ 1 satisfying (QPb4) is well-defined which we call coefficient of (X, qpb) and
denoted by R(X, qpb).
Let qpb be a quasi–partial b–metric on the set X. Then

dqpb(ζ, ℘) = qpb(ζ, ℘) + qpb(℘, ζ)− qpb(ζ, ζ)− qpb(℘, ℘)

is a b–metric on X.

Example 2.1. Let M = R. Define the metric qpb(ζ, ℘) = |ζ − ℘|+ |ζ|+ |ζ − ℘|2
for any (ζ, ℘) ∈M ×M with s ≥ 2.
It can be shown that (M, qpb) is a quasi-partial b-metric space.
In fact, if qpb(ζ, ζ) = qpb(℘, ℘) = qpb(ζ, ℘)
⇒ ζ = ℘ which shows (QPb1) is true.
Also qpb (ζ, ζ) ≤ qpb(ζ, ℘) which proves (QPb2).
Now, qpb (ζ, ζ) = |ζ| ≤ |ζ − ℘|+ |℘|+ |ζ − ℘|2
Since,

|ζ| − |℘| ≤ |(|ζ| − |℘|)|
≤ |ζ − ℘|
≤ |ζ − ℘|+ |ζ − ℘|2
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which proves (QPb3). Now we will prove (QPb4) with s = 2, that is
qpb (ζ, ℘) ≤ 2[qpb(ζ, δ) + qpb(δ, ℘)]− qpb(δ, δ)
In addition, since
|ζ − ℘|2 ≤ (|ζ − δ|+ |δ − ℘|)2 ≤ 2(|ζ − δ|2 + |δ − ℘|2)
We have qpb (ζ, ℘) + qpb (δ, δ)

= |ζ − ℘|+ |ζ|+ |ζ − ℘|2 + |δ|
≤ 2[|ζ − δ|+ |δ − ℘|+ |ζ|+ |δ|+ |ζ − δ|2 + |δ − ℘|2]

Rearranging proves (QPb4).
Hence (X, qpb) is a Quasi-Partial b-metric space with s = 2.

Before giving the definition of complex–valued b–metric space, let us recall an existing
partial order in the complex field C.

Definition 2.3 ( [19]). Given z1, z2 ∈ C, we define the partial order - on C as follows.
We settle z1 - z2 if Re(z1) ≤ Re(z2) and Im(z1) ≤ Im(z2). This means that z1 - z2 if
and only if one of the following conditions holds:

(i) Re(z1) = Re(z2) and Im(z1) < Im(z2).
(ii) Re(z1) < Re(z2) and Im(z1) = Im(z2).

(iii) Re(z1) < Re(z2) and Im(z1) < Im(z2).
(iv) Re(z1) = Re(z2) and Im(z1) = Im(z2).

If one of the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) holds, we write z1 � z2. On the other hand we
write z1 ≺ z2 if the condition (iii) is satisfied. The subset of C formed by the complex
numbers z such that 0 ≺ z (respectively 0 - z), will be denoted by C+ (respectively C≥0).
Its members will be called positive (resp. non–negative) complex numbers.
Partial order has the following properties:

(i) If 0 - z1 � z2, then |z1| < |z2|,
(ii) z1 - z2 and z2 ≺ z3, imply z1 ≺ z3,

(iii) If z ∈ C a, b ∈ R and a ≤ b, then az - bz.

Remark 2.1. Having in mind the above partial order on the complex field, the notion of
(real–valued) metric space was extended to complex–valued metric space in [18] by con-
sidering the function metric d to take values in the set of non–negative complex numbers
instead of [0,∞) and the lesser or equal symbol of triangular inequality replaced by the
partial order - of the complex field.

Remark 2.2. Similarly, the Definition 2.1 of (real–valued) b–metric space was extended
to complex–valued b–metric space in [18]. For the sake of completeness and defining its
corresponding coefficient, we include it next.

Definition 2.4 ( [22]). A complex valued quasi–partial b–metric on a non–empty set X is
a mapping cqpb : X×X → C≥0 such that for some real number s ≥ 1 and all ζ, ℘, z ∈ X :

(CQPb1) cqpb(ζ, ζ) = cqpb(ζ, ℘) = cqpb(℘, ℘) =⇒ ζ = ℘
(CQPb2) cqpb(ζ, ζ) - cqpb(ζ, ℘),
(CQPb3) cqpb(ζ, ζ) - cqpb(℘, ζ),
(CQPb4) cqpb(ζ, ℘) - s[cqpb(ζ, z) + cqpb(℘, z)]− cqpb(z, z)]

Then the pair (X, cqpb) is said to be a complex quasi–partial b–metric space and the infi-
mum over all reals s ≥ 1 satisfying (CQPb4) is well–defined which we call the coefficient
of (X, cqpb) and denoted by R(X, cqpb).

For a complex quasi–partial b–metric space (X, cqpb), the function dcqpb : X ×X → C≥0
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defined by dcqpb(ζ, ℘) = cqpb(ζ, ℘) + cqpb(℘, ζ) − cqpb(ζ, ζ) − cqpb(℘, ℘) is a complex b–
metric on X.

Examples of complex quasi–partial b–metric spaces are easily obtained taking into ac-
count the existence of real quasi–partial b–metric spaces, [10] and the following result which
proof is on the other hand immediate having in mind the definition of the partial order
considered in the complex field.

Proposition 2.1. Let qpb1, qpb2 : X×X → [0,∞) be any two functions and let cqpb : X×
X → C≥0 be the function defined by

cqpb(ζ, ℘) = qpb1(ζ, ℘) + i qpb2(ζ, ℘),

i.e. qpb1 and qpb2 are the corresponding real and imaginary part functions, Re(cqpb) and
Im(cqpb), of cqpb. Then cqpb is a complex quasi–partial b–metric on X if and only if
qpb1 and qpb2 are both real quasi–partial b–metrics on X. If they are, then R(X, cqpb) =
max{R(X, qpb1), R(X, qpb2)}.

Remark 2.3. The above proposition reminds how limits of sequences (and series) of
complex numbers convergence and limits and continuity of functions of a complex variable
rely on the equivalent real property of the real and imaginary part of the sequence of
function [34–36]. In this line let us mention that even principal values of improper real
functions have been recently evaluated by means of an adequate extension to the complex
field of the concept Cauchy principal value of contour integrals [37].

3. Main Result

Definition 4 allows endowing a quasi-partial b-metric space (X, cqpb) with a topological
structure in a standard way, [11].
In order to facilitate reading the proof of our main result, we recall the following lemma
which comes from Azzam, Fisher, Khan [8].

Lemma 3.1. ( [8]) Let (X, cqpb) be a complex–valued quasi–partial b–metric space. Given
a sequence {ρn} in X, then {ρn} is a Cauchy sequence and let {ζn} be a sequence in X.
Then {ζn} is a Cauchy sequence if and only if |cqpb(ζn, ζn+m)| → 0 as n → ∞, where
m ∈ N.

Theorem 3.1. Let (X, cqpb) be a complete complex–valued quasi–partial b–metric space
and let T : X → X be a self–map. If there exist non–negative real numbers a, b, c with
R(X, cqpb)(b+ c) < 1− a such that

cqpb(Tζ, T℘) - a cqpb(ζ, T ζ) + b cqpb(℘, T℘) + c cqpb(ζ, ℘) (1)

for all ζ, ℘ ∈ X, then T has a fixed point.

Proof. Let ζ0 ∈ X and {ζn} be a sequence in X such that

ζn = Tζn−1 = Tnζ0.
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Note that for all n ∈ N, we have

cqpb(ζn+1, ζn+2) = cqpb(Tζn, T ζn+1)

- a cqpb(ζn+1, T ζn+1) + b cqpb(ζn, T ζn)

+ c cqpb(ζn, ζn+1)

= a cqpb(ζn+1, ζn+2) + b cqpb(ζn, ζn+1)

+ c cqpb(ζn, ζn+1)

(1− a)cqpb(ζn+1, ζn+2) - (b+ c)cqpb(ζn, ζn+1)

(2)

cqpb(ζn+1, ζn+2) -
b+ c

1− a
cqpb(ζn, ζn+1).

Hence if we take γ = b+c
1−a , cqpb(ζn+1, ζn+2) - γcqpb(ζn, ζn+1) and by continuing the

process, we have

cqpb(ζn+1, ζn+2) - γ
n+1cqpb(ζ0, ζ1). (3)

Representing the coefficient R(X, cqpb) by just R, it follows that for all m ∈ N,

cqpb(ζn, ζn+m) - R[cqpb(ζn, ζn+1) + cqpb(ζn+1, ζn+m)]

- R cqpb(ζn, ζn+1) +R2 cqpb(ζn+1, ζn+2) +R2

cqpb(ζn+2, ζn+m)

- R cqpb(ζn, ζn+1) +R2 cqpb(ζn+1, ζn+2) +R3

cqpb(ζn+2, ζn+3) + · · ·+Rm cqpb(ζn+m−1, ζn+m)

- R γncqpb(ζ0, ζ1) +R2 γn+1cqpb(ζ0, ζ1) +R3 γn+2

cqpb(ζ0, ζ1) + · · ·+Rm γn+m−1cqpb(ζ0, ζ1)

- R γncqpb(ζ0, ζ1)[1 +R γ + (R γ)2

+ · · ·+ (R γ)m−1].

Now,

|cqpb(ζn, ζn+m)| ≤ |R γncqpb(ζ0, ζ1)[1 +R γ + (R γ)2 + · · ·+ (R γ)m−1]|
(4)

= R γncqpb(ζ0, ζ1)[1 +R γ + (R γ)2 + · · ·+ (R γ)m−1].

SinceRγ < 1 andR ≥ 1 then γ < 1. We have lim
n→∞

γn → 0. This implies |cqpb(ζn, ζn+m)| →
0 as n→∞. By Lemma 3.1, {ζn} is a Cauchy sequence. Since (X, cqpb) is complete, {ζn}
converges to a point ρ∗ ∈ X. Let us see that ρ∗ is a fixed point of T .
By axiom (CQPb4) of complex quasi–partial b–metric,

cqpb(ζ
∗, T ζ∗) - R[cqpb(ζ

∗, ζn) + cqpb(ζn, T ζ
∗)]

= R[cqpb(ζ
∗, ζn) + cqpb(Tζn−1, T ζ

∗)]

- R[cqpb(ζ
∗, ζn) + a cqpb(ζn−1, T ζn−1) + b cqpb(ζ

∗, T ζ∗)

+ c cqpb(ζn−1, ζ
∗)]

(5)

cqpb(ζ
∗, ζ∗) -

R

1− bR
[cqpb(ζ

∗, ζn) + a cqpb(ζn−1, ζn) + c cqpb(ζn−1, ζ
∗)].
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Taking the absolute value on both sides, we get

|cqpb(ζ∗, ζ∗)| ≤
R

1− bR
|cqpb(ζ∗, ζn) + a cqpb(ζn−1, ζn) + c cqpb(ζn−1, ζ

∗)|

≤ R

1− bR
(|cqpb(ζ∗, ζn)|+ |a cqpb(ζn−1, ζn)|

+ |c cqpb(ζn−1, ζ∗)|)

≤ R

1− bR
(|cqpb(ζ∗, ζn)|+ a γn−1|cqpb(ζ0, ζ1)|

+ c|cqpb(ζn−1, ζ∗)|).

Since {ζn} converges to ζ∗, taking n→∞ it follows that |cqpb(ζ∗, ζn)| → 0
and |cqpb(ζn−1, ζ∗)| → 0. Hence

|cqpb(ζ∗, T ζ∗)| = 0.

This yields,

ζ∗ = Tζ∗.

And consequently, ζ∗ is a fixed point of T. �

Example 3.1. Let X = R. Define complex–valued quasi–partial b–metric space as

cqpb{ζ, ℘} = |ζ − ℘|2 + i|ζ − ℘|

Here (X, cqpb) is a complex–valued quasi–partial b–metric space with R(X, cqpb) = 1.

We consider the self mapping T as Tx = kx, 0 < k < 1.

Taking a = b = 1−k
3 , c = k.

Here,R(X, cqpb)(b+ c) = (2k+1)
3 < k+2

3 = 1− a, since k < 1.

Figure 1. T has fixed point.

Case 1: Let cqpb(ζ, ℘) = (2, 3) and k = 1
4 . We have a = b = 3

12 , c = 1
4

Then,
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Figure 2. T has fixed point.

cqpb(Tζ, T℘) - a cqpb(ζ, T ζ) + b cqpb(℘, T℘) + c cqpb(ζ, ℘)

cqpb(T2, T3) =
1

16
+ i

1

4
-

3

12
cqpb(2, T2) +

3

12
cqpb(3, T3) +

1

4
cqpb(2, 3)

Case 2: Let cqpb(ζ, ℘) = (1, 0) and k = 1
3 . We have a = b = 2

9 , c = 1
3

Then,

Figure 3. T has fixed point.

cqpb(T1, T0) =
1

9
+ i

1

3
-

2

9
cqpb(1, T1) +

2

9
cqpb(0, T0) +

1

3
cqpb(1, 0)

Case 3: Let cqpb(ζ, ℘) = (3, 2) and k = 1
5 . We have a = b = 4

15 , c = 1
5

Then,

Figure 4. T has fixed point.
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cqpb(T3, T2) = 1 + i -
4

15
cqpb(3, T3) +

4

15
cqpb(2, T2) +

1

5
cqpb(3, 2)

Therefore T has a fixed point.
A graphical representation of the self-–map T is shown in Figure 1,2,3,4.

Corollary 3.1. Consider (X, cqpb) be a complete complex–valued quasi–partial b–metric
space with the coefficient R = R(X, cqpb). Let T : X → X be a mapping (for some fixed n)
satisfying that there exist non–negative real numbers a, b, c with R(X, cqpb)(b+ c) < 1− a
such that

cqpb(T
nζ, Tn℘) - a cqpb(ζ, T

nζ) + b cqpb(℘, T
n℘) + c cqpb(ζ, ℘)

for all ζ, ℘ ∈ X, then T has a fixed point in X.

Proof : Theorem 3.1 provides that Tn has got a fixed point ρ in X.
From Tn(ζ) = ζ, it follows that

cqpb(T (ζ), ζ) = cqpb(T (Tn(ζ)), ζ)

= cqpb(T
n(T (ζ)), Tn(ζ))

- cqpb(T (ζ), Tn(T (ζ))) + b cqpb(ζ, T
n(ζ)) + c cqpb(T (ζ), ζ)

= a cqpb(T (ζ), T (Tn(ζ))) + b cqpb(ζ, ζ) + c cqpb(T (ζ), ζ)

- a cqpb(T (ζ), ζ) + bR cqpb(T (ζ), ζ) + cR cqpb(T (ζ), ζ)

- (a+ bR+ cR) cqpb(T (ζ), ζ).

Taking absolute value on both sides, we obtain that

|cqpb(T (ζ), ζ)| ≤ (a+ bR+ cR)|cqpb(T (ζ), ζ)|.
Taking into account that R(X, cqpb)(b+ c) < 1− a, the above inequality implies that

|cqpb(T (ζ), ζ)| = 0,

which is
T (ζ) = ζ = Tn(ζ).

So, T has a fixed point.

The last results and Proposition 1 give as an immediate consequence the corresponding
results for real valued functions. For complete and shortness we include just the real ver-
sion of the last one which in fact comprehends both results and indeed means an extension
of the Mishra, Sachdeva, Bernejee [5] result for b–metric spaces who in turn extended the
Reich [38] result for complete metric spaces.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have extended fixed point theorem in quasi–partial b–metric space to
fixed point theorems in complex quasi–partial b–metric space, by using the partial order
on complex numbers and by considering the function metric d to take values in the set
of non–negative complex numbers instead of [0,∞) and the lesser or equal symbol of tri-
angular inequality replaced by the partial order - of the complex field. Complex valued
quasi–partial b–metric space is considered as a generalization of quasi–partial b–metric
space by changing the definition of real valued metric into complex valued metric. This
change is expected to bring broad applications of fixed point theorems.
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